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ABSTRACT for generating more engagement and revenues on social media [28,
We present a qualitative study with 36 diverse social media users in 41]. India, the focus of our study, is one of the largest markets
India to critically examine how low-resource communities engage with steeper consumption of video ads and other video sharing
with fake videos, including cheapfakes and AI-generated deepfakes. services [102]. Around 97% of Indians, who are connected to the
We find that most users are unaware of digitally manipulated fake Internet, watch videos online [89]. The availability of affordable
videos and perceive videos to be fake only when they present in- smartphones and cheap mobile data along with the emergence
accurate information. Few users who know about doctored videos of high-speed 4G network have made videos more popular and
expect them to be of poor quality and know nothing about so- accessible to the masses in India—particularly to low-literate social
phisticated deepfakes. Moreover, most users lack the skills and media users who are able to consume videos easily compared to
willingness to spot fake videos and some were oblivious to the risks textual content [73].
and harms of fake videos. Even when users know a video to be However, this has proven to be a double-edged sword as many
fake, they prefer to take no action and sometimes willingly share social media users tend to trust content in videos more [93]. Fake
fake videos that favor their worldview. Drawing on our findings, videos often exploit the human tendency of "Seeing is Believing" [10,
we discuss design recommendations for social media platforms to 81] to skew information and perceptions, which often lead to in-
curb the spread of fake videos. creased levels of social schism and political polarization. For exam-

ple, doctored videos and old videos used out-of-context have led to
CCS CONCEPTS civic unrest and lynchings in India [45, 70]. These risks and harms

have beenmore pronounced during the COVID-19 pandemic, where• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in HCI.
fake videos spreading false health advice and anti-vaccine propa-

KEYWORDS ganda have led to increased hospitalizations and deaths, resulting
in overburdened health systems [87].
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was applied on a video of a senior politician in India to make him
1 INTRODUCTION appear intoxicated [63]. However, among the arsenal of fake videos,

AI-generated deepfake videos are considered to be the most harm-Social media platforms have seen an unprecedented growth in users ful, as they are becoming increasingly common and convincing.based in the Global South [94]. In parallel, videos have also seen the Deepfakes closely resemble the original videos and may trick un-fastest growth among all formats and are the major driving force trained human eyes to consider them as real [90]. Journalists frame
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deepfakes as a pernicious technology that destabilizes trust in video
evidence [68] and social media news [104], undermines a shared
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Despite the multifaceted threats of fake videos at large, most re- • A range of design recommendations that could mitigate the
search to date heavily focuses on deepfake videos in the contexts of spread of fake videos on social media.
Global North. For example, scholars have examined human accuracy
in spotting deepfake videos [17, 61], the harms they cause to indi-
viduals and society [34, 35, 55, 58, 68, 104], and people’s concerns 2 RELATED WORK
around the discovery and propagation of deepfakes [3, 4, 18, 30, 111]. Videos are becoming the dominant modality through which mis-
However, despite large differences between new social media users information and fake news propagate on social media [28, 67]. By
in the Global South and mainstream users in the Global North (e.g., tapping into video’s popularity and virality, false narratives and pro-
the US), little work has been done to understand how emerging paganda get quickly amplified on platforms like YouTube [47, 101]
social media users in the Global South engage with fake videos [9] and TikTok [113], posing a serious threat to new social media users,
and deepfakes [99]. most of whom are emerging in the Global South.

To fill this critical gap, we conducted semi-structured interviews Despite the high risks of misinformation in the Global South,
with 36 diverse social media users from rural and urban India, who most of the existing work to date has focused on misinformation in
vary in terms of literacy, digital skills, and social media experience. the Global North, including its prevalence [40, 53], diffusion [7, 92],
We sought to understand: RQ1: How do regular social media users and people’s interactions with it [25, 26, 59]. For example, scholars
perceive and interact with fake videos?RQ2:How do they evaluate have examined factors that shape people’ perceptions of informa-
the risks and harms of fake videos and what they consider necessary tion credibility, such as trust on the news source, interpersonal
to curb its spread? trust in one’s social network, and perceived homogeneity of the

We used video probes (one real and three deepfake videos) to news content [39, 103]. A recent study notes that users’ perceived
guide our interviews and to elicit spontaneous responses from value of information to spark conversation and their desire for
our participants and observe if they could identify the fake videos self-expression and socialization fuel the sharing of misinformation
and if so, how. Our analysis revealed several alarming findings among the users based in the Global North [26]. Besides, partisan
on how social media users perceive and engage with fake videos bias [91] and users’ tendency to share content based on homogene-
and what their associated mental models and threat models are. ity [11] reinforce confirmation bias and lead to the propagation of
Our participants had varying perceptions of what they consider as misinformation and rumors.
fake videos. Several participants were unaware that videos can be Prior studies show that people’s intention to share misinforma-
doctored or edited, and most knew nothing about deepfakes. A few tion relates to their demographics and individual characteristics,
participants, who were aware of digital manipulations of videos, such as age, gender, ideology, and biases [8, 20, 64]. However, most
expected these videos to be of poor quality and easily recognizable. of the work so far focuses on users based in the Global North, result-
In fact, most participants’ understanding of fake videos was only ing in growing concerns around the extent to which the findings
limited to inaccurate or false information presented in video format. from the Global North generalize to misinformation and fake news
In addition, most participants lacked the necessary skills, awareness, in other cultures and contexts [62, 79]. This has prompted several
and willingness to identify fake videos and assess authenticity. Even scholars to study socially and culturally diverse social media users
when participants knew a video to be fake, they rarely reported it in the Global South and how they interact with and propagate mis-
and, sometimes willingly shared it. While some participants felt that information and fake news. We now situate our research in a body
fake videos could do little or no harm, many described how these of related work examining misinformation and fake videos in the
videos are polarizing and divisive. The participants also expressed Global South.
diverse opinions in describing the role individuals, social media
platforms, and governments should play to contain the spread of
fake videos. 2.1 Misinformation in the Global South

Drawing on these findings, we synthesize key takeaways for The politically charged environment in the Global South is a breed-
HCI and social computing researchers interested in understanding ing ground for the proliferation of misinformation, fake news, and
the misinformation landscape in low-income settings in the Global rumors [37, 86]. A recent study by Jakesch et al. [52] shows how
South. We discuss several design recommendations to foster mean- Indian political parties orchestrated and centrally organized their
ingful dialogue and civil discourse on social media, for example, supporters on WhatsApp and Twitter to engineer social media
by designing online educational and training programs to inform trends during elections. Recent work from Akbar et al. [5] describe
mental and threat models of new users about the emergent risks of how the COVID-19 pandemic led to a plethora of misinformation
fake videos, using automated and explainable AI-based credibility in India, partly owing to its existing polarized and divisive infor-
indicators to label fake videos, and making the reporting feature mation environment. They observe that tweets from politicians
more transparent and accessible. In summary, our work makes the tapped into communal prejudices and affective responses of the
following contributions: mass, and ignited hatred and coordinated attack against particular

religious groups. Several scholars have noted that the fact-checking
• A qualitative study that critically examines how diverse so- resources in the Global South are too scarce to keep upwith the wild
cial media users in India identify and interact with fake pace of misinformation. For example, recent work from Haque et al.
videos, explicating their engagement and propagation prac- [44] about the existing fact-checking practices in Bangladesh shows
tices and their perceptions around the risks and harms of that journalists believed fact-checking to be the responsibility of
fake videos. third-party fact-checkers rather than that of news media. On the
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other hand, voluntary fact-checkers reported facing various diffi- critically examine the diversity in social media users’ perceptions
culties in verifying online news due to limited resources and sparse of and interactions with fake videos in low-resource settings in the
infrastructural support. In such muddy information environment, Global South.
people often adopt different informal methods to assess informa-
tion credibility. Recent work from Chandra and Pal [22] shows that
different stakeholders in a marketplace in India leveraged their 3 METHODS
community bonds and collective knowledge to make sense of the We conducted an in-depth qualitative study with social media users
rumors to interpret unfamiliar and ambiguous situations. Similarly, in urban and rural India from July to August 2021. To recruit ur-
work from Sultana and Fussell [97] describes that rural villagers in ban participants, we reached out to our personal networks and
Bangladesh relied on their religious faith, local beliefs and myths, used snowball sampling to have people from different demograph-
and social justice sensibilities to fact-check COVID-related mis- ics ranging from low to middle income, digitally novice to liter-
information. This line of work demonstrates that socio-cultural ate social media users. To recruit rural participants, we partnered
values, local beliefs, and informal offline communication not only with a grassroots organization focusing on rural development with
shape people’s perceptions of misinformation but also influence significant presence in several regions in India. An organization
collective fact-checking practices that often differ from professional staff member approached their primary contacts in the villages,
fact-checking methods that prioritize authenticity over anything. explained to them the purpose of our study, and gave us the contact
These studies prompted us to dig deeper and investigate how di- information of those who were interested in speaking with us. All
verse social media users in India perceive and engage with fake our interactions with the participants took place online to ensure
videos considering their rapid propagation and harmful impact on safety of our participants due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
the society [98]. We now present scholarly work that looks into Our study protocol comprised two phases. In the first phase, we sent
different aspects of people’s engagement with fake videos. four videos to the participants via WhatsApp a few hours before the

interview and asked them to watch the videos before our interview.
In the second phase, we conducted a semi-structured interview

2.2 Engagement with Fake Videos either via phone or Zoom calls as preferred by the participants.
When it comes to how people interact with fake videos, one of Following the interview, we compensated each participant with
the key questions is: can people detect them? Prior studies show INR 200 (∼USD 2.70). Our study was approved by the Institutional
that even experienced social media users struggle to identify fake Review Board (IRB) at Cornell University.
videos [16]. As AI-generated deepfakes and cheapfakes become Sending Video Probes. HCI researchers have advocated using
more common and convincing, several scholars have investigated cultural probes, artifacts, and technology probes to understand
how people and machines can detect fake videos. Research shows the needs of the underserved communities and the complexities
that most people lack the ability to spot high-quality deepfake of their everyday lives [50, 110]. These probes help collect "inspi-
videos and are only able to detect the low-quality ones to some rational data" that not only stimulate the design process but also
extent [17, 61]. Apart from video quality, prior knowledge, familiar- elicit responses that provide a glimpse of the workflows, processes,
ity with the subject, and visual cues (e.g., face, hair, eye, skin tone) aspirations. For example, Okolo et al. [77] used video probes to
help people in detecting deepfake videos [43, 56, 99]. For example, explore the knowledge and perceptions of AI among low-income
people are usually better at recognizing deepfake videos of known community health workers in India who had limited or no prior
politicians or celebrities than the ones of unknown people [56]. In experience with AI. Drawing on this prior work, we carefully cu-
fact, the susceptibility to deepfake videos is amplified by the general rated a set of one real and three deepfake videos, and used them as
lack of awareness around fake videos. A survey among students exploration artifacts to elicit people’s understanding of and expe-
in a public southeastern U.S. university revealed that almost half riences with fake videos generally and deepfakes specifically. We
of the students were not aware of deepfake technology [30]. Even chose to use video probes since we were unsure if our participants
though many considered this technology to be harmful, some also have knowledge of and experiences with deepfakes in particular.
found it amusing [30]. All the videos were of same length (∼10 seconds) and showed a

Almost all the research discussed thus far investigates deepfake person of Indian origin speaking in Hindi. Among the three deep-
videos in the context of Global North. In contrast, there is little fake videos, two were prepared using lip-sync and another using
work that examines how social media users in the Global South face swapping deepfake technologies. Using lip-sync, a person’s lip
engage and deal with different types of fake videos and how users in movements are modified to match a new audio [2]. Face-swapping
low-income, rural settings engage with deepfake videos specifically. transfers a source face to the destination while preserving destina-
The work that is closest to ours is from Tahir et al. [99] in which tion’s facial expressions and movements [80]. We opted to create
the researchers conducted a user study with university students deepfake videos ourselves since we could not find good quality
in Pakistan to examine how they detect deepfakes and designed a deepfake videos of people of Indian origin in Hindi. The three deep-
training program to improve their skills. Our work contributes to fake videos featured Indian cricketer Sachin Tendulkar (lip-synced),
this line of work by engaging diverse social media users in rural Indian actor Pankaj Tripathi (lip-synced), and a television news
and urban India to examine: (1) How do they perceive and interact anchor (face swapped). To understand if participants could differen-
with fake videos, and (2) How do they evaluate the risks and harms tiate between fake and authentic videos, we also added a real video
of fake videos and what they consider necessary to curb its spread. featuring a popular Indian actor, Shah Rukh Khan. We avoided
To our knowledge, ours is one of the earliest exploratory work to using any politically or religiously polarizing content so as to not
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bias our participants. We intentionally kept the videos brief (only including teachers, engineers, health workers, social workers, jour-
10 seconds of duration) and used neutral, non-informative audio so nalists, and consultants, among others. Only four participants had a
that participants could focus more on visual cues rather than the technology related background (e.g., CS student, engineer, software
audio content. developer). Two urban participants were new smartphone users
Conducting Semi-Structured Interviews.After the participants (with less than one year of experience) and the rest were using
confirmed watching the videos, we conducted semi-structured in- smartphones for over five years.
terviews with them. The majority of the interviews were conducted On the other hand, all rural participants were recruited from
in Hindi and a few in English, following the preferences of the different villages in North India. About half of them had less than
participants. At first, we read an informed consent script to the 12 years of formal schooling. We interviewed housewives, farmers,
participants and requested their verbal consent. When agreed, the social workers, teachers, students, shopkeepers, private job holders,
participants were asked to summarize their thoughts about the and unemployed folks. More than half of them used a smartphone
videos we sent them. We then discussed their opinions about the for less than 5 years and about one-fourth were new to social
videos before digging deeper into their existing knowledge of fake media with less than a year of experience. All our participants used
videos, specifically deepfakes and cheapfakes. Our subsequent ques- WhatsApp, YouTube, and Facebook, with an exception of urban
tions sought an in-depth understanding of how they perceive fake participants who also used Twitter, Reddit, and TikTok.
videos, their knowledge about current technologies to create fake Positionality. All authors except two are from countries in the
videos of varying qualities, their interactions with perceived fake Global South. Among them three are from India and have lived
videos, how they evaluate the benefits and harms of fake videos, experiences of interacting with the kinds of fake videos many of our
and the measures they consider necessary to tackle the onslaught participants referred to. Even though the authors have several years
of fake videos. At the end of the interview, we debriefed our partici- of experience conducting fieldwork with low-income communities
pants which videos were fake and which one was real. We requested in India, they acknowledge that they themselves are not low-income
them not to share the videos with others. Since we had no way to and have not lived in rural regions for extended periods of time.
confirm whether the participants would delete the videos or not Their relative privilege provides them with certain advantages that
share those with others, we intentionally chose neutral content most participants in this study do not hold. However, the authors’
for all our videos to avoid any potential risks or harms. After each past engagements with urban and rural communities helped elicit
interview, we revised our questions to add new probes, stopping in-depth responses from the participants and build a nuanced un-
when participants’ responses reached saturation. Each interview derstanding of the underlying socio-cultural norms that impact
lasted approximately 40 minutes, and was audio-recorded with the participants’ engagement with fake videos. All authors view HCI
consent of the participants. research from an emancipatory action research mindset, which led
Data Collection and Analysis. In total, we collected around 24 them to examine how people from socially and culturally diverse
hours of audio recordings from the interviews. Audio recordings backgrounds experience and interact with fake videos online and
were translated into English and transcribed. We then used induc- how this knowledge might inform design recommendations that
tive thematic analysis [42] that allows key themes to emerge from could potentially curb the spread of fake videos in India.
the raw data through repeated examination and comparison. At
first, two authors individually coded the same interview and then 4 FINDINGS
came together to discuss discrepancies. We avoided using any pre- We begin by exploring participants’ knowledge of and experiences
supposed codes and instead let the codes emerge from our data. We with fake videos, including their encounters with deepfake and
continued to code separately and came together after each interview cheapfake videos (Section 4.1).We then discuss how the participants
until we had reached intercoder reliability and codebook stabiliza- deal with fake videos (Section 4.2), before diving deeper into the
tion. Following this, the authors separately coded the remaining potential benefits and harms of fake videos (Section 4.3), and their
transcripts. Throughout the analysis, we held multiple discussions opinions onmeasures they consider important to prevent the spread
to iteratively refine the codes and reconcile disagreements through of fake videos (Section 4.4). While describing our findings, we refer
peer-debriefing [31] to ensure that our themes comprehensively to our participants by pseudonyms.
represent the data.We also conductedmember checks [14] to ensure
that participants’ subjective meanings, actions, and social contexts 4.1 Perceptions of and Experiences with Fake
were authentically represented. Multiple passes through the data Videos
resulted in a total of 90 codes (e.g., out-of-context fake videos, fake

The probes that we shared with our participants helped us explorevideos are the most harmful, fake videos incite violence) and four
their opinions on fake videos. Most participants did not observehigh-level themes (e.g., experiences with fake videos, perceived
any audio-visual inconsistencies in the video probes. Only a few ofharms of fake videos).
them noticed some of the videos to be fake, without our probing.

Participant Demographics. Table 1 lists the participants’ demo- Even when we informed the participants that some of the sharedgraphics. We interviewed 15 urban and 21 rural participants aged videos were fake, they struggled to point out which ones were fakebetween 18–65 years. The urban participants were from major and which was real. All participants except one failed to correctlycities in Gujarat, Karnataka, Telangana, Maharashtra, and Andhra identify all the videos. About one-third of the participants believedPradesh. Majority of the urban participants (N=14) had at least a all four videos to be real. Nearly one-fourth of the participantsbachelor’s degree. They came from a wide range of professions, incorrectly classified the real video as fake.
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Table 1: Demographics of the participants.

Demographics Urban Rural
Gender Female: 7, Male: 8 Female: 11, Male: 10
Age (years) Min: 19, Max: 65, Avg: 35, SD: 14 Min: 18, Max: 45, Avg: 28, SD: 9
Education level Middle school: 1, Bachelors: 9, Middle school:1, High school: 3,

Masters: 5 Bachelors: 12, Masters: 2
Smartphone use 1 yr: 2, >5 yr: 13 1 yr: 3, 2-4yr: 8, >5yr: 4

4.1.1 Perceptions of Fakeness. When we sought opinions from Some participants felt that such out-of-context fake videos which
our participants about what they consider to be "fake" videos, they are in unfamiliar language or feature unfamiliar people are the most
offered us awide range of perspectives. Formany of our participants, difficult to verify. A few participants expressed that fake videos
fake videos contained “obviously fake and scripted content.” When with misleading narratives that are inline with one’s political or
asked for examples of fake videos, they often mentioned videos religious beliefs are also difficult to spot, suggesting that people are
of astrological predictions, TikTok memes, pornographic videos, susceptible to fake videos that affirm their political or communal
and prank videos, among others. Some rural participants had no biases. This finding is inline with prior studies that report how
idea about the existence of fake videos and thought videos could people are likely to consider those news sources as reliable that
hardly be tampered with. Most of the new social media users in support their political affiliations and biases [52, 71, 72].
our sample often tended to believe almost anything they see online, A few participants added that they would also consider defama-
had limited knowledge about fake videos, and believed videos to tory videos as fake. They pointed that monetary gain, blackmailing,
be a “window of reality.” Some of them felt that they could never revenge, and political and business rivalry might lead to the circu-
receive fake videos as they are only connected to their “trustworthy lation of such fake videos. Additionally, several rural participants
family and friends” on social media, assuming that fake videos are (N=9) reported coming across a pattern of fake videos that mislead-
shared only by malicious actors and adversaries. ingly claimed "If you do X, Y will happen." Most of these videos had

a religious undertone and a few even featured monetary schemes
"Apart from my personal contacts, no one knows my trying to financially scam low-literate rural users. Tarun explained:
number. Also I am not part of any external WhatsApp
group. So, I never receive any fake videos." (Krittika, "I came across this fake video that said, ‘this is where the
Rural, Female, 40 years) Goddess was born. Share this video with 15 people and

you will be blessed. Otherwise, you will be the harbingerLike Krittika, many participants tended to blindly trust content
of bad luck.’" (Tarun, Rural, Male, 22 years)shared by their personal contacts. Some participants believed the

nature of WhatsApp groups (e.g., family groups, interest-based 4.1.3 Digitally Modified Fake Videos. More than half of our par-
groups, public groups, work-related groups) to influence whether ticipants (N=23) defined fake videos as those with "digital mod-
they can expect to be exposed to fake videos in that group. For ex- ifications." When we asked them how these videos are digitally
ample, Smita, a 35-year-old teacher in rural region, believed that she modified, they reported that the audio or faces in videos are often
would never see a fake video on WhatsApp and Facebook because replaced and sometimes multiple videos are added together or some
she only participates in education-related groups and discussions. words/scenes are edited out of the video to propagate a false narra-

tive. They expected these videos to be of poor quality (e.g., having
4.1.2 Misleading andOut-of-Context Fake Videos. About one-fourth blurred or distorted facial features or asynchronous lip movements)of our participants highlighted how they considered fake videos as and easily discernible.those that spread suspicious or unverified information and rumors. More than three-fourths of our participants were unaware ofFor example, Apoorva, one of the urban participants, gave the exam- deepfake videos. Only four participants reported having some priorple of an anti-vaccine video as a fake video in which it was shown knowledge about deepfake videos, out of which two were unawarethat "a boy died after taking COVID vaccine." Almost one-third of of the term "deepfake" but could recall encountering some instancesthe participants perceived videos to be fake when they depicted of deepfakes when we explained the term to them. Two partici-real incidents but were presented out-of-context with misleading pants understood deepfakes to be videos produced using a tech-narrative either to exaggerate an event or provoke people. Ashish nique which helps replace an individual’s face or other featuresshared an example to illustrate this point: (e.g., clothes, speech) in a way that the edited video looks similar

"A couple of years ago, the JNU student movement to the original. One participant defined deepfake to be "computer-
stirred the whole country. There was a video where generated" and associated it with "Google’s Deep Dream"—a tool that
protesting JNU students were chanting, ‘we want free- enables creation of artistic visual content through Human-AI col-
dom.’ This was turned into a propaganda saying ‘they laboration. When we prompted the participants to give examples of
want freedom from the country’, whereas, the students deepfake videos that they might have encountered earlier, Anushka,
actually implied they wanted freedom from poverty, un- a 27-year-old urban woman, recounted an Instagram video with
employment, and as such. We see these kinds of videos AI-generated human figures that looked so close to real humans
almost everyday." (Ashish, Urban, Male, 27 years) that she struggled to differentiate between real and fake figures. A
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few participants added that they had heard that deepfake technol- If they are saying something very controversial then
ogy is used to create pornographic content, as is widely reported in probably I try to assess if the information is correct or
the popular press [19]. Others struggled to give a concrete example, not. Otherwise, I just watch." (Aditi, Urban, Female, 34
suggesting that even those who know about deepfakes have limited years)
ability to spot them. In contrast, many participants could recall Participants reported that focusing on audio might help them
examples of cheapfake videos that they encountered previously. detect those instances of fake videos in which a celebrity’s voice is
For instance, one of the participants shared that his friend showed replaced with a different audio. This reaffirms that for many users
him a cheapfake video, where a cartoon with a human face was like Aditi, perceptions of fake videos hardly stretch beyond audio
dancing around. Adarsh, a 30-year-old rural man, shared how he manipulation and suspicious information presented in the video, let
was able to detect a video to be fake because "speaker’s lips were alone considering the possibility of AI-generated deepfakes. A more
not synchronizing with the audio.” However, unlike Adarsh, many suitable approach could be to pay attention to both audio and visual
rural participants trusted even such obviously inferior cheapfake cues, especially to recognize high-quality deepfakes. A couple of
videos, attributing glitches, pixelated frames, and audio mismatch participants commented that watching a real video of the same
to poor network connectivity. subject would help them recognize corresponding deepfake videos,

Taken together, participants had varying perceptions of what where the face has been swapped. This is inline with findings from
comprises fake videos, ranging from lack of awareness about the ex- Khodabakhsh et al. [57] which show that the participants who
istence of fake videos to superficial knowledge about sophisticated saw the actual biometric reference video of the person targeted in
deepfakes. This suggests that not only users are likely to interact deepfakes were found to be better at spotting the deepfake videos.
with fake videos differently, but also they have varying suscepti- A few participants reported that when they doubt a video to
bility to fake videos. For example, the participants who considered be suspicious, they go through the comments to see if others also
false information presented in video format as fake videos, did not considered the video to be fake. On digging deeper, some partici-
consider the possibility that videos could be digitally manipulated, pants mentioned that this strategy often resulted in more confusion,
making them more susceptible to digitally modified fake videos. particularly when comments call out the same video as both fake

and credible, making it hard to decide what to believe. In such cases,4.1.4 Identifying Fake Videos. After hearing participants’ percep-
the participants relied on the credibility of the source from wheretions of fake videos, our interviewers explained deepfake videos to
the video came to assess information credibility. Even though thethem. After learning about these technologies, some participants
majority (86%) of the urban participants were using smartphones(20%) felt that they lacked the skills, capabilities, and experience
for many years, only one-fourth of them were proactive about spot-to detect sophisticated fake videos. They all pointed that due to
ting fake videos and seeking correct information, indicating thatadvancing technologies they would hardly be able to detect any
longer experience with technology does not necessarily translatesubtle cues from such "well-made" fake videos. Besides, some par-
into healthy information behaviors. On the contrary, none of theticipants mentioned that most of the time they consume videos
rural participants relied on online resources to assess the credibility"passively rather than engaging with them actively” in the sense
of videos they found suspicious. They felt that they lacked digitalthat they pay more attention to whether the content matches their
skills that could be helpful to spot fake videos.worldview instead of considering whether the video itself is ma-

nipulated, used out-of-context, or contains misinformation. They
reported that when they have some expertise or prior knowledge 4.2 Interaction with Fake Videos
about the topic depicted in fake videos then they might be able to Following participants’ varying perceptions of fake videos, we
spot them better. queried how they tended to respond when they suspected a video

When we asked participants to share their thought process on to be fake. Our participants described various actions they took on
how they assess the credibility of a video, about one-third of them re- such occasions.
ported never using any technological tools or fact-checking sites. In-

Most of the participants reported thatstead, they relied on their intuition. In fact, most of our participants 4.2.1 Ignoring Fake Videos.
they simply ignore the videos they doubt as fake, particularly whenknew nothing about fact-checking, including how fact-checkers
the videos are in an unknown language, forwarded multiple timesverify information and where to find such resources. Although
onWhatsApp, sent by a person who routinely shares fake videos, orone-fourth of our participants mentioned that they carefully look
when the topics do not align with their interests. Some commentedfor visual cues and re-watch the videos multiple times when they
that they don’t care much about fake videos on social media andfind something suspicious, many others mentioned that they do
hardly pay any attention while watching them. Ashish furthernot pay attention to visual cues and are not actively thinking about
unpacked this indifference:“spotting fake signs.” This is in contrast with observations from a

prior research study [99], where people mentioned relying on visual "When I come across a fake video, my reaction is it’s
cues to spot fake videos. The participants in our study reported just another source of wrong information. So, I prefer
that they focus more on the voice, audio content, and context of the to do nothing about it because I have never been very
information rather than relying solely on the visual inconsistencies. active in these matters and what’s the point anyways."
Aditi explained how she often ignore visual cues: (Ashish, Urban, Male, 27 years)

"Most of the time I don’t really pay attention to visual Some participants felt that there are a lot of fake videos online
clues. I just hear what the person is saying in the video. and given the abundance of such videos, they considered it best
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to not waste any time on them “because people keep sharing such who often sent them fake videos and so, they asked these friends
stuff." Aditi elaborated: to share videos only after vetting the content. They added that

they prefer to engage in these discussions as there are chances"Even if I do come across fake videos, I don’t really
people might be sharing fake videos without being aware of them.spend my time looking at it, thinking about it, or even
Although these online and offline discussions have the potentialwondering why people do that. It’s just a waste of my
to inform people, many participants reported how they were lesstime. And I think most of the people also know it’s fake.
inclined to do so out of the fear of hurting other’s feelings and toSo, I just ignore it." (Aditi, Urban, Female, 34 years)
avoid any backlash.

Participants like Aditi did not take any action even after doubting
videos to be fake simply because they assumed other people would 4.2.4 Reporting Fake Videos. When we probed our participants
know the videos were fake or thought that propagation of fake on whether they tended to report fake videos, we received mixed
videos could not be prevented. Such passive attitudes could lead to responses. More than half of our participants were reluctant to
the tragedy of the commons and result in an increased consumption report fake videos and offered various reasons for their unwilling-
of fake videos often with undesirable consequences. ness. A majority of them considered reporting to be ineffective as

some of them had prior experience where reported videos were not
4.2.2 Deleting and Blocking. A few participants (particularlyWhat- removed from the platform, and no actions were taken against thesApp users) deleted the videos they perceived to be fake. The partic- users who shared the fake videos. This is inline with findings fromipants offered different reasons for why they opted to delete videos prior studies that discuss how people didn’t receive the expectedthey perceived as fake. Some of them only wanted to keep useful outcome after reporting abusive content and thus concluded thatvideos on their devices, a few worried about accidentally sharing reporting doesn’t work [76, 105]. A couple of participants felt thatsuch videos with others, and some who shared their devices with social media platforms take many days to take action on flaggedfamily members were concerned that their family members might videos and since these videos spread “so fast that reporting thembe exposed to such videos. In line with the scholarship on shared have zero practical impact.” A few expressed their frustration, sayingphone use in the Global South [4, 106], these findings offer how that on social media people can choose to share whatever they likeshared devices among family members could lead to inadvertent even if it is fake and hence, they preferred to not take the troublesharing of fake videos. Srikant described: to report anything. In addition, some participants were unaware

"My kids often use my phones. So I delete anything un- about how to go about reporting a video and what would follow if
necessary. Because if the kid ends up sharing something they tried to do something. A few participants avoided reporting
in my absence and I find it later when others comment because they were unsure about what kinds of explanations and
or react, that would be embarrassing. People might won- evidence they would be asked to provide:
der why I shared such thing. That’s why I don’t keep

"If somebody reports a video, I’m not sure what happens
videos on my phone." (Srikant, Rural, Male, 40 years)

next. How is it dealt with? I think there should be more
A few participants reported that they blocked personal contacts transparency around that, for example, if I reported a

on WhatsApp who routinely shared fake videos with them. One video, they need to tell me how they would follow up
participant left a local WhatsApp group where fake videos were with me on what happened and what action they will
routinely circulated. This shows that when it comes to dealing take." (Adarsh, Rural, Male, 30 years)
with fake videos, many people simply opt to get rid of it on their Only a few participants admitted reporting videos they perceivedend. Though these measures protect the individuals from being to be fake. Often such videos contained polarizing content, harass-exposed to fake videos, they do not necessarily stop fake videos ment, pornography, and vulgar language. A handful of participantsfrom spreading. also shared that they reported social media accounts and YouTube
4.2.3 Leaving Comments and Discussion. Even though many par- channels that they knew were spreading fake videos containing
ticipants mentioned that they do their best to not engage with fake communal or political propaganda. The participants stressed the
videos, a few participants felt that it was their “moral and civil necessity to adopt a community-based approach to pointing out
duty” to do more. They reported leaving comments on videos they potential fake videos so that the platforms could block such videos
perceive as fake to make others aware of it. Aditi described: and take actions against the offenders. They expected immediate

removal or censoring of reported content as well as strong sanc-"If I encounter a fake video, I would leave a comment
tions on users and accounts spreading fake videos, ranging fromsaying that it was not authentic, how other people
temporarily banning them to suspending them indefinitely. Butwere indiscriminately forwarding it, and just share my
such expectations were rarely met. This shows that even thoughthoughts about it." (Aditi, Urban, Female, 34 years)
social media platforms provide the option to report potentially fake

A couple of participants found it helpful to discuss videos they content, this feature is often underutilized owing to lack of proper
find suspicious with family and friends. Three women mentioned knowledge about its underlying processes and what ensues after
that they often show suspicious videos to their husbands or broth- reporting.
ers who have more “digital and worldly experience” to get their
perspectives. This shows that male family members played a key 4.2.5 Sharing Fake Videos. We found that participants were split
role in forming and shaping female family members’ opinions of in their attitudes toward sharing videos they found to be suspi-
fake videos. A few participants mentioned they had some friends, cious. Many participants were comfortable sharing obviously fake
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videos, for example, cheapfakes created for entertainment. This in- fake videos turn people against each other and thus hinder societal
cluded funny cheapfakes of politicians and actors or user-generated progress. Vikram described the harms of fake videos:
cheapfakes using popular applications like Adobe After Effects [1] "People usually have strong opinions on caste, religion,
and WOMBO [109]. Some participants expressed that they are fine nationalism, and communal issues.Whenever theywatch
sharing fake videos when the broader message in the video aligns some fake videos on the Internet spreading wrong in-
with their beliefs and perspectives, highlighting how that was a formation on these sensitive topics, it might hurt their
sufficient reason for sharing. This is consistent with the findings sentiment and provoke them to hate, bash, and even
from prior studies conducted both within the Global South [100] cause physical harm to other groups of people having
and the Global North [69] which report that people are willing to different opinions." (Vikram, Urban, Male, 22 years)
share fake news that aligns with their preexisting beliefs. Smita Participants like Vikram felt that political parties reap the great-
described: est benefit by creating fake videos and do so to increase their fol-

"If my worldview matches with a video, I will definitely lower base, defame the opposition, and advance their propaganda.
share it even if it’s fake. Whatever they are saying, Around one-fourth of the participants mentioned that sharing fake
whatever views they hold doesn’t matter. If I like it, videos often lead to “misinformation cascades” as people keep for-
then I will share it.” (Smita, Rural, Female, 35 years) warding these videos without much thought, often resulting in

These participants were oblivious of the harm that might arise panic and mistrust within the society. Aditi elaborated:
from sharing fake videos and some harbored beliefs that videos "People can be easily misled and manipulated by fake
could do no harm. On the other hand, some participants claimed videos as they do not know how to spot them. It’s dan-
that they would not share fake videos with others even if the videos gerous for people to simply forward fake videos without
support their communal and political beliefs. They felt that sharing much inspection and soon it results into a chain of misin-
fake videos could not only harm other people but also ruin their formation – as one person forwards the video to another
social image. They emphasized that just because they believe in and it goes on and on." (Aditi, Urban, Female, 34 years)
something that “doesn’t necessarily mean other people should follow

4.3.2 Harms to Individuals. A few people who knew about deep-that.” fakes considered them to be a huge blow to individual’s privacy.Taken together, these findings show that users not only engage Anushka, a 27-year-old woman living in a city, felt that her identity,with videos they doubt as fake differently but also their perceptions face, and persona could be easily stolen to show her speaking andof the potential harms of fake videos vary, which we explore next doing things she never did. She felt that this kind ofin more detail. identity theft
without one’s consent could be misused to spread misinformation
and to sway the opinions of targeted groups. Several female par-4.3 Harms of Propagating Fake Videos ticipants like Anushka were also concerned with how fake videos

Many participants (N=16) considered videos to be the most harm- are often used to harass women. They described incidents where
ful among all modalities through which misinformation and fake women’s images were used to create fake pornographic videos and
news spread. They believed that the effect of visual experiences the resultant trauma and mental harassment the women had to go
lasts longer than that of reading textual information which also through. Purva described how she learnt about deepfake porno-
demands more cognitive load. Some participants pointed that many graphic videos:
low-literate social media users who are new to online information "I saw a news on how a woman committed suicide af-environments consume videos heavily and prefer to engage with ter a video showing her intimate moments went viral.audio-visual content more than textual content. They felt that these Later, it was revealed that the video was fake. Someoneusers are the most susceptible to the risks and harms of fake videos put woman’s face to another woman’s body in a porno-since they might lack the skills to assess the credibility of videos. graphic content. The woman felt so humiliated that she
4.3.1 Societal Harm. When we probed our participants about their ended her life." (Purva, Urban, Female, 45 years)
thoughts on how fake videos could cause harm, about one-third of A few participants mentioned how some people inadvertently
them felt that fake videos lead to violence, communal tension, and hurt themselves while trying to imitate actions from computer-
chaos. They also emphasized how fake videos are weaponized to generated movie scenes. Abdul, a 19-year-old rural resident, re-
drive political vendetta and seed religious hatred. Ridhima shared: counted one such example where a boy in his neighborhood tried

to replicate a stunt from an action movie and badly injured himself."There are many fake videos on sensitive topics. These
A few participants also noted how fake videos caused health-relatedare dangerous and lead to protests and riots. Many peo-
harms to them and their family members when they followed falseple do not have any clear understanding of the things
health advice during the COVID-19 pandemic. They also gave ex-on the ground. They believe these fake videos, assume
amples of how anti-vaccine fake videos provoked many people tothat they can’t be tampered, and share them widely.
decline the vaccine for coronavirus.All of these further exacerbate the situation." (Ridhima,

Urban, Female, 32 years) 4.3.3 No harm. Most of the participants who were new to social
Some participants labelled fake videos to be a “danger to democ- media and some rural residents struggled to articulate the harms of

racy” and felt that they undermine freedom of speech, violate hu- fake videos. Some of them felt that fake videos are harmless. These
man rights, and set the ground for communal hatred. They felt that participants had different mental models than experienced users
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and believed only staged videos to be fake. They explained how shar- and this might lead to some changes." (Pratiksha, Rural,
ing funny cheapfakes, memes, and advertisements could entertain Female, 41 years)
other people and bring monetary gains to content creators. Given Several participants acknowledged the importance of embedding
the appetite for entertaining cheapfake videos, two participants felt these interventions and educational programs in the socio-cultural
that new businesses could benefit financially by launching com- fabric of the society. Describing Indian society as strongly patriar-
mercial applications for creating entertaining and funny cheapfake chal, Sanjay suggested that the heads of the households in rural
videos, without reflecting much on how such applications could be areas could be trained so that they can inform their family mem-
repurposed for nefarious means. Abdul commented: bers about safe information behaviors. Participants also noted that

"These prank and funny fake videos are all means to the educational programs should respect different cultural, reli-
earn money. Because if subscribers increase, then likes gious, and regional sensitivities while providing examples of fake
and comments will increase. And you will get more videos and discussing their harms. They highlighted the need to
money." (Abdul, Rural, Male, 19 years) have recurring training sessions and the importance of long-term

engagement with such training programs:Overall, these findings suggest that many participants, with an
exception of new users in rural regions, were aware of the risks "It is not the case that if you teach me today, tomorrow

and harms of fake videos and how these videos can be misused to I will receive a fake video and immediately identify it. I

create a polarized and divisive society. don’t think this can happen in one go, but only by repeat-
ing it multiple times people might retain the knowledge

4.4 Mitigating the Spread of Fake Videos and understand the implications better." (Pratiksha, Ru-
ral, Female, 41 years)

As many participants pointed out the potential harms of fake videos,
they listed several measures that could be adopted by individuals, 4.4.2 Role of Social Media Platforms. Our participants offered sev-
governments, and social media platforms to counteract the spread eral suggestions that social media platforms can take to curb the
of fake videos. spread of fake videos. However, not many understood the underpin-

nings of social media and lacked awareness of the existing features
4.4.1 Raising Awareness. A majority of the participants suggested to curb the spread of fake videos. For example, a couple of partici-
raising awareness as a first step to mitigate the spread of fake videos. pants suggested that the platforms should use community feedback
Many of them emphasized the need of “collective teaching” to ed- to label fake videos. Some of them did know about the reporting
ucate the public on the harms of fake videos and ways to assess feature, but suggested to make those more visible like the “like and
the credibility. They recommended using social media, newspapers, comment button.” Some participants recommended the platforms
TV programs, paper pamphlets, and video demonstrations to raise to prevent the upload of potential fake videos by detecting them in
awareness. They emphasized the need to create infographics-based real time, not knowing the technical challenges that it presents as
training materials that are easy to grasp than long, text-heavy edu- well as associated difficulties in labeling videos that have partly true
cational articles. A few participants also suggested creating educa- and partly misleading information. A few participants proposed
tional videos that explain to users various techniques to spot digital crowd-based labeling of fake videos by forcing users to answer
manipulations. They also advised to engage non-governmental or- a few questions about the authenticity of the video which they
ganizations, social workers, teachers, bureaucrats, and celebrities attempt to share.
to promote awareness. Vikram commented: A handful of participants demanded that once verified, the plat-

forms must instantly remove all instances of fake videos in order to"If social media influencers post a two-minute video
prevent users from watching and sharing them. A few participantson how to spot fake videos, it would instantly spread

(Vikram, added that fake videos thrive on the reactions they receive online.like wildfire among their large follower base."
Urban, Male, 22 years) Thus, they proposed to disable reactions, comments, and sharing of

videos that are flagged by users or platforms. They also suggested
Given the threats to civil liberties and democratic institutions, that the platforms must notify all users whomay have been exposed

some participants strongly suggested to start discussing the harms to a fake video and remind those to not share fake videos who have
of fake videos in schools and colleges to build “information-aware, done so in the past.
digitally-skilled” future generations. They emphasized the impor- Not knowing how the platforms operate under the hood, a few
tance of extending digital literacy programs to older adults, who participants demanded the platforms to be more transparent about
often have limited technology know-how and are usually more how they deal with reported videos. Along with the number of
susceptible to fake videos. A few participants drew attention to comments and reactions to the video, they suggested to display the
the existing digital divide between urban and rural residents and number of times a video is reported to increase transparency. A
advocated for creating programs specifically for social media users couple of participants believed that fake videos are often shared by
in rural regions. Pratiksha elaborated: unverified accounts with small follower base which social media

"Urban residents are usually more aware. But in the platforms should cut loose. This suggests that users thought videos
villages if meetings are arranged, people are brought from verified accounts with large follower base are not likely to
together, and shown videos on what fake videos are, be fake. Even in several prior studies it was observed that sender’s
how they look like, and what to do when one receives profile and follower-base largely influence how people perceive
fake videos, then they might inform others around them credibility of online news [23, 38, 96]
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4.4.3 Role of the Government and the Public. Many participants "Whatever people say against the government, it is their
held the governments accountable for the propagation of fake right. But when political parties come to power, they
videos and believed that they could play a greater role in controlling try to censor things according to their own interests. Be
the spread. They suggested to create regulatory bodies and develop it any government or any party, the power to control
top-down policies to penalize those who spread fake videos. Some people’s freedom of expression should not be in their
of them felt that social media platforms are public spaces and should hands. I personally think the government should not be
come under the scrutiny of government regulatory bodies. A few responsible for preventing fake videos." (Deepak, Urban,
urban participants cited how Twitter had to comply to new Internet Male, 65 years)
regulations in India and agreed to remove or censor content based
on the country’s new IT law [49]. A few suggested to enforce strict Taken together, our participants had mixed feelings on to what
laws against publishing fake videos, punishing the offenders (e.g., extent the propagation of fake videos could be controlled and what
imprisonment, confiscating property), and banning applications are the appropriate ways to approach that. However, they agreed
that allow the creation of such content. They also advised to enlist that it should not be a single endeavor from a particular group.
cybercrime divisions to trace the sources that spread fake videos. Rather, individuals, local and national governments, and social

Some participants expressed that everyone should be proactive media platforms should work together to deal with the menace of
about dealing with fake videos. They advised actionable measures fake videos.
that individuals can take when they doubt something as fake, such
as reporting potentially fake content, commenting on fake videos
to inform the public, talking to friends and family about fake videos, 5 DISCUSSION
and educating people about the necessity of consuming information Our work qualitatively examines how diverse social media users
from reliable sources. They also called for action to scrutinize one’s in India perceive and engage with fake videos. The increased dis-
own activity on social media and carefully think before sharing semination of misinformation via fake videos in the Global South,
anything on social media. especially in India, makes our work a timely and relevant study.

Through a qualitative study of 36 social media users in rural and
4.4.4 A Feeling of Despair: Nothing will Stop Fake Videos. Despite urban India, we explored diverse ways in which people perceive
all the enthusiasm and suggestions regarding what can be done to fake videos, including deepfake and cheapfake videos. We observed
prevent the propagation of fake videos, some participants believed that people’s susceptibility to fake videos is usually shaped by their
that there is no way to curb the spread of fake videos. Several varying perceptions of such content. Notably, we found that many
participants critically reflected on themerits and limitations of these participants did not have a deep understanding of the technological
measures. They expressed that creating awareness or developing advancements and prevalence of fake videos, believing that such
knowledge about fake videos will not necessarily stop people from videos would be easier to detect due to obvious audio-visual incon-
creating, consuming, or sharing fake videos. They described how sistencies or they would not come across any fake video simply
due to advancing technologies and accessible tools, high quality because they interact only with their friends and family online.
fake videos could be generated so easily that training alone might We further unpacked how people interact with fake videos and
not help people. They also thought that social media platforms could observed several alarming practices, such as passive consumption
do very little to detect fake videos due to the massive scale of videos and sharing of fake videos that align with one’s beliefs, and a gen-
that are uploaded every day. Besides, they believed controlling the eral indifference towards reporting fake videos. We examined their
spread of fake videos might not directly align with the corporate perceived threat models around fake videos and found that peo-
interests of social media platforms. Anand explained: ple generally considered videos to be more harmful than other

modalities of misinformation (i.e., text, image). They also labelled
"The people who built social media applications care fake videos as a great threat to both the individuals and the so-
more about drawing users to their platform to gener- ciety. Finally, we probed participants’ views on how to curb the
ate more revenues rather than stopping fake videos." spread of fake videos and the roles they expect individuals, society,
(Anand, Rural, Male, 21 years) governments, and social media platforms to play.

The participants also expressed similar worries about govern- Overall, our findings suggest that most social media users are
ment initiatives to prevent fake videos and felt that the governments ill-equipped to deal with fake videos, have varying perceptions
lack the infrastructure, knowledge, and policies to counteract the of what qualifies as fake, and engage with such videos differently,
onslaught of fake videos, especially deepfakes. They highlighted suggesting that there is no one-size-fits-all approach to combat the
how the implementation of some of these measures could result in spread of fake videos. Based on our findings, we now discuss design
increased surveillance and restrictions on the freedom of speech. A recommendations for social media platforms to mitigate the risks
few participants also believed that the governments lack the will to and harms of fake videos.
adopt these measures, because as political parties, they themselves Capacity Building.Many participants suggested using short-form
have “created and spread fake videos to serve their political agendas.” videos and infographics to educate users about what fake videos are
They also felt that mainstream news channels are working hand in and how to spot them. They recommended these formats to maxi-
glove with the governments to polarize the public. Deepak noted mize user engagement with training resources. The participants’
how these measures can give the governments power to erode the observations are in linewith research findings that showhow videos
foundations of democracy: drive more engagement than text-based content [28, 67]. Scholars
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have also used similar strategies in the past, for example, to edu- uncertainty along with predicted labels might help address this
cate people about privacy risks via videos [95] that have resulted in issue. However, since videos can be consumed easily without re-
higher adoption of security features [6]. Recently, Facebook has also quiring any added digital or literacy skills, novel approaches are
designed an infographic in consultation with its fact-checking part- needed to visually convey such information. One approach could
ners to educate its users on fake news [48]. However, more work is be to use colored backgrounds for displaying different types of fake
needed to bring forth the training and educational resources. For ex- videos (e.g., fabricated, edited, or missing context) [88] or to signify
ample, since many social media platforms exhibit advertisements to the confidence level when predicting fake videos. This could be par-
users, similar to sponsored content, short-form training videos and ticularly useful for low-literate users who might otherwise face dif-
infographics could be intermixed in users’ news feed. Since many ficulties in understanding prediction accuracy. Work from Bhuiyan
participants made a point of educating people routinely, repeated et al. [13] shows that use of such colored backgrounds for tweets
exposure to such short-form videos in one’s newsfeed would be from reliable, questionable, and unreliable sources improved users’
helpful for users to be reminded of healthy information practices. recognition of content from questionable sources.
A routine exposure might lead to behavioral change eventually Online Training for Crowd-based Credibility Ratings. An ap-
as is shown in prior studies in which regular exposure to social proach to address the various issues of AI-based fact-checking and
media-based health education was deemed effective in improving detection of digitally manipulated videos is to leverage human as-
users’ health-related behaviors [60, 65, 83]. However, more work sistance for designing crowdsourced credibility indicators as they
is needed to design training materials that appeal to a wide array are shown to be as effective as professional fact-checkers [78]. Our
of users with different skills, cultures, literacy levels, backgrounds, participants also suggested asking social media users about the
and prior beliefs. credibility of videos while they are watching them. However, our
Explainable-AI based Credibility Indicators. Apart from train- findings show that many social media users struggle to spot fake
ing people to spot fake videos, our participants suggested that videos, so a crowdsourced approach would be ineffective with-
social media platforms should proactively detect and label fake out proper capacity building. One way to handle this is to offer
videos. Given the large volumes of data that the platforms amass, voluntary online training to social media users for recognizing
a few participants recommended that the platforms could use AI fake videos. Prior studies have experimented with a range of tech-
advances to identify instances of fake videos that are running ram- niques to build users’ capacity to spot digitally manipulated fake
pant and use credibility indicators to label videos that are either videos. This includes displaying actual biometric reference videos
digitally manipulated or contain misleading information. Recent alongwith fake ones [56], introducing different deepfake generation
advances in GAN- and CNN-based technologies have made it pos- techniques with examples and pointers to generated artifacts [56],
sible to detect deepfakes using various measures, such as visual highlighting inconsistent areas in fake videos with explanatory
heartbeat rhythms [85], affective cues from perceived audio-visual clues [99], and offering mock tests with or without feedback [66],
emotions [74], and audio-visual dissonance [29]. Scholars have among others. Platforms could use these tactics to train social me-
also used linguistic, acoustic, and user engagement features for dia users to effectively spot and report a wide array of deepfake
automated detection of misinformation in YouTube videos [46]. videos. In addition, to not overburden the users with identifying the
However, prior work shows that AI-based credibility indicator is fake videos themselves, the platforms could also utilize linguistic
the least effective in reducing people’s trust in fake news [112]. cues from user comments to assess the veracity of the content [54]

To alleviate users’ distrust from AI-based predictions of fake and label the videos accordingly. Moreover, due to prevalent socio-
news, one approach could be to design explainable AI-based credi- cultural norms, participants’ perceptions of what comprises "fake"
bility indicators, which have been shown to be useful in helping videos may differ from what qualifies as fake videos according to
people share more credible news and report more fake news [75]. platform’s policy. To accommodate socially and culturally diverse
However, more work is needed to make AI-based credibility indica- viewpoints, platforms should recruit a diverse pool of fact-checkers
tors explainable to low-literate, digitally novice social media users, and partner with local news agencies to evolve the understanding
many of who access information in languages other than English. of fake videos.
A recent Google report shows that nearly 70% of Indians access Reflective Sharing. Our participants suggested that platforms
digital content in their local languages [12]. To make AI’s expla- should disable reactions, comments, and sharing options on fact-
nations more acceptable and understandable to these users, not checked fake videos since many people use them as a proxy to
only the credibility indicators and underlying AI algorithms should judge the content’s credibility [15, 36]. Since fact-checking videos
be compatible with local language content, but they also need to takes time, our participants also recommended to place sharing
accessibly convey the information about features that guided its restrictions on all videos to minimize the risks and harms of fake
decision to users who might have limited to no digital literacy and videos. While these measures might seem draconian and imprac-
English-language skills. tical, WhatsApp did adopt similar measures to curb the spread

Moreover, current AI-based fake news detection systems have of COVID-related misinformation [84]. Although such measures
high false negative rates as the underlying algorithms are often inept might reduce the spread of misinformation, it might also hurt the
in capturing socio-cultural nuances present in the content and users’ spread of authentic news, helpful advice, or harmless memes. In-
interactions [107]. In addition, a recent study from Saltz et al. [88] stead, the platforms could nudge the users when they try sharing
show that false positives in case of auto-labeling visual misinforma- a video and ask them whether they think the video is real or fake
tion further erode users’ trust in credibility indicators. Reporting and why. Such lightweight interventions while sharing have been
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found to be effective in reducing the propagation of fake news [51]. take disciplinary action on them (e.g., temporarily or permanently
Directly querying the users about the authenticity of videos and suspending them, or reducing their privileges temporarily). More
their reasons behind sharing might discourage them from sharing research is needed to design, implement, and evaluate new sets of
videos that they find suspicious. In addition, when users try to share features that enable group admins of private and public WhatsApp
videos, the platforms could open a pop-up that reminds them to groups to contain the spread of fake videos. Taken together, these
be conscientious and thoughtful of their online activities and to recommendations could enable social media platforms to be more
not hurt other’s sentiment by sharing communally or politically pragmatic in curbing the spread of fake videos and creating an
charged videos. This might help reduce the sharing of fake videos environment conducive to civil discourse.
as many research studies show that such reminders could motivate
users to change their behaviors [27, 82]. 6 CONCLUSION
Visible and Transparent Reporting Feature. Our participants Through interviews with 36 diverse social media users from ruralrarely reported videos. Many participants were confused about and urban India, we examined how they perceive and interact withhow reporting worked, pointing to the lack of transparency in fake videos, how they evaluate the risks and harms of fake videos,the underlying workflows and processes. To make this feature and what they consider necessary to curb its spread. We found thatmore usable and useful, platforms should clearly communicate how the users had varying perceptions of what they consider as fakethey process the reported posts and follow-up with what actions videos. Most of them passively consumed videos and lacked the will-they have taken (or lack thereof) on the flagged videos. Merely ingness and skills to spot fake videos. Several users were unawarementioning that no action was taken because the content did not that videos can be doctored or edited, and most knew nothing aboutviolate the platform’s policy might not be helpful to most users deepfakes. A few participants, who were aware of digital manipula-who seldom read or could comprehend the platform’s policy. Hence, tions of videos, expected these videos to be easily discernible. Eventhe platforms should be careful in accessibly communicating their when participants knew a video to be fake, they rarely reportedresponses with proper rationale to ensure that those flagging videos it and sometimes willingly shared it for entertainment or when itdo not feel disgruntled as did some of our participants. To encourage supported their worldviews. Many participants described how fakemore users to report videos they perceive to be fake, platforms may videos are polarizing and divisive and expressed diverse opinionsfind it valuable to turn to social influence. Prior work shows that in how individuals, social media platforms, and governments couldsimply showing people how many of their friends used security contend with the harms of fake videos. Based on our findings, wefeatures is effective in making them adopt those measures [32, 33]. discussed the potential of short-form training videos, transparentIn addition to displaying howmany times a video is reported, as our reporting processes, Human-AI credibility indicators, and reflectiveparticipants suggested, the platforms could also mention howmany sharing in containing the spread of fake videos.of their friends reported a particular video, which might motivate
people to report more videos.
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